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Fluctuation of riding passengers induced by chaotic motions of shuttle buses

Takashi Nagatani*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Division of Thermal Science, Shizuoka University, Hamamatsu 432-8561, Japan

~Received 23 April 2003; published 12 September 2003!

We study the fluctuation of the number of riding passengers in a few shuttle buses that pass each other freely.
We present a dynamical model of the shuttle buses that takes into account the maximum capacity of a bus. The
dynamics of the buses is expressed in terms of a coupled nonlinear map with noise. The number of passengers
carried by a bus and the time headway between buses exhibit complex behavior with varying trips. It is found
that the behavior of the buses exhibits deterministic chaos even if there is no noise. The chaotic motion
depends on the loading parameter, the maximum capacity of a bus, the bus’s speed, and the number of buses.
When the loading parameter is larger than a threshold value, each bus carries a full load of passengers
throughout its trip. The dependence of the threshold~transition point! on both capacity and speed is clarified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, transportation problems have attracted much
tention in the field of physics@1–5#. Traffic flow, pedestrian
flow, and bus-route problems have been studied from
points of view of statistical mechanics and nonlinear dyna
ics @6–23#. Interesting dynamical phase transitions ha
been found in transportation systems. Jams are a typical
nature of the complex behavior of traffic flow. Chaos h
also been found in traffic flow@24,25#.

A shuttle bus system exhibits severe congestion probl
in peak traffic. The maximum rate of serving passenger
achieved if each bus carries a full load of passeng
throughout its trip. Furthermore, when the number of pass
gers is larger than the maximum, queuing occurs at the s
ing point. Queuing is similar to a jam in traffic flow. Below
the full load, the number of riding passengers fluctua
greatly. In managing a shuttle bus operation, the usual c
rion for deciding the number of buses is that one should
able to transport everyone from starting point to destinat
within some period of time for rush hour trips@26–28#. An-
other criterion used in shuttle bus operation is that a pas
ger’s waiting time should not exceed some specified valu

Various models of bus route systems have been studie
a bus route model with many buses, it has been found th
bunching transition between an inhomogeneous jammed
a homogeneous phase occurs with increasing bus de
@17–22#. In a cyclic system where the buses do not pass e
other, it has been shown that the buses exhibit such com
behaviors as periodic and chaotic motions@27#. It has also
been found that a distinct chaotic motion is induced wh
buses pass each other freely in a system including a
shuttle buses@28#. However, there are few dynamical mode
to estimate the dynamic behavior of shuttle buses that
into account the maximum capacity of the buses. It is imp
tant and necessary to estimate the number of riding pas
gers on the buses. Fluctuation of the number of riding p
sengers will be induced not only by stochastic variation
passengers arriving at the starting point, but also by vary
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headway between a bus and the bus ahead of it. The di
ence between the arrival times of buses varies from time
time. Fluctuations of the number of riding passengers may
attributable to the variation between the time headways.
expected that the capacity of the bus also has an impor
effect on the fluctuation of riding passenger numbers.

In this paper, we present a simplified dynamical mode
describe the motions of buses taking into account the m
mum capacity of the buses. We study the dynamical beha
of buses induced by the interaction between buses thro
the number of passengers waiting at the starting point, w
the buses shuttle between the starting point and the des
tion repeatedly. We investigate the number of passengers
ried by the buses and the time headway between the bu
We also study the effect of the bus capacity on the mot
and the number of riding passengers.

II. MODEL

We consider the dynamical behavior ofM buses shuttling
between the starting point~origin! and the destination. The
waiting passengers at the origin board a bus just arrived, t
the bus starts at the origin, moves toward the destination
currently riding passengers leave the bus when the bus
rives at the destination, and the bus returns to the ori
When a bus reaches other buses, it passes them freely. I
number of waiting passengers is greater than the maxim
capacity of the bus, the passengers board the bus to cap
and the remaining passengers wait for the next bus. We
sume that the buses keep a constant mean speed on the

We define the number of passengers boarding busi for
trip m by Bi(m). The parameterg is the time it takes one
passenger to board the bus, sogBi(m) is the amount of time
needed to board all the passengers at the origin. The pa
eterh is the time it takes one passenger to leave the bus
hBi(m) is the amount of time needed to leave all the p
sengers at the destination. The moving time of busi is
2L/Vi , whereL is the distance between the origin and t
destination, andVi is the mean speed of busi. The tour time
equals the sum of these periods. Then the arrival timet i(m
11) of busi at the origin for tripm11 is given by
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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t i~m11!5t i~m!1~g1h!Bi~m!1
2L

Vi
~1!

for i 51,2,...,M .
We defineWi(m) as the number of passengers waiting

the origin just before busi arrives at the origin for tripm. It
is expressed by

Wi~m!5Wi 8~m8!2Bi 8~m8!1m„t i~m!2t i 8~m8!…1j i~m!,
~2!

where busi 8 is the one arriving at the origin just before bu
i and tripm, t i 8(m8) is the arrival time of busi 8 at the origin,
and Bi 8(m8) is the number of passengers boarding busi 8.
New passengers arrive at the origin at ratem. So m„t i(m)
2t i 8(m8)… is the number of passengers that have arriv
since the bus ahead (i 8) left the origin. The number of new
passengers fluctuates from time to time. We take into acco
the fluctuation of new passengers. The fluctuation is rep
sented by white noisej i(m) where ^j i(m)&50 and
^j i(m)j i 8(m8)&5a2d i i 8dmm8 .

We define the maximum capacity of busi asFi ,max. The
passenger numberBi(m) boarding busi for trip m is given
by

Bi~m!5min@Fi ,max,Wi~m!#. ~3!

If the number of passengers waiting at the origin is hig
than the maximum capacity, the number of passengers bo
ing the bus is limited by the maximum capacity. The rema
ing passengers wait for the next bus. Dividing the actual ti
by the characteristic time 2L/V0 (V0 is the reference speed!,
one obtains the following equation for the dimensionless
rival time of busi at the origin:

Ti~m11!5Ti~m!1GBi~m!1
V0

Vi
, ~4!

with

Wi~m!5Wi 8~m8!2Bi 8~m8!1P„Ti~m!2Ti 8~m8!…1j i~m!
~5!

and

Bi~m!5min@Fi ,max,Wi~m!#, ~6!

where Ti(m)[t i(m)V0/2L, G[(g1h)V0/2L, and P
[m2L/V0 .

Thus, the dynamics of the buses is described by the s
plified map ~4! with Eqs. ~5! and ~6!. The map should be
iterated simultaneously forM buses. The dynamical prope
ties of the map are controlled by four parameters: the load
parameterGP, the capacityFi ,max, the bus speedVi /V0 , and
the bus numberM. When the number of prospective passe
gers increases, the value of the loading parameter beco
high.

For a few buses, the order of the buses changes at trm
and the time headway between buses changes from tri
trip because a bus passes other buses or is outstrippe
03610
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other buses. As a result, the number of riding passengers
changes from bus to bus. It is expected that the buses
exhibit a complex behavior.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We investigate the dynamical behavior of shuttle buses
use of iterates of the map~4!–~6!. We calculate the time
headway between the buses and the number of riding
sengers for various trips. We study the fluctuations of
number of riding passengers and the time headway, the
fects of a speed difference and a capacity difference on
behavior, and the noise effect on bus behavior.

A. Two identical buses

We investigate the dynamical behavior for two identic
buses. Figure 1 shows plots of the numbersB1(m) and
B2(m) of riding passengers on buses 1 and 2 against
number m from trip m5900 to 950 for the values ofP
5(a) 40 and~b! 50 and no noise,a50.0, whereM52, G

FIG. 1. Plots of the numbersB1(m) and B2(m) of riding pas-
sengers on buses 1 and 2 against trip numberm from trip m5900 to
950 for the values ofP5(a) 40 and~b! 50 and no noise,a50.0,
whereM52, G50.01, andF1,max5F2,max550. The dotted line in-
dicates the maximum capacityF1 (or 2) ,max.
7-2
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50.01,V15V25V0 , andF1,max5F2,max550. The dotted line
indicates the maximum capacityF1 (or 2),max. The numbers
B1(m) and B2(m) of riding passengers cannot be grea
thanF1 (or 2),max. For case~a! of a low value of loading pa-
rameter, the numbers of riding passengers change irregu
from zero to a value lower than the maximum capac
F1 (or 2),max. For case~b!, the numbers of riding passenge
change irregularly from nonzero to the maximum capac
F1 (or 2),max. The buses frequently carry a full load of passe
gers.

Figure 2 shows plots of the time headwayDT(m8) and
the numberB(m8) of riding passengers against arrival ord
m8 from m85900 to 950 for the values ofP5(a) 40 and~b!
50 where~a! and~b! correspond, respectively, to~a! and~b!
in Fig. 1 The time headway changes alternately from low
high values. The number of riding passengers changes s
larly by synchronizing with the time headway. Both tim
headway and number of riding passengers vary almost p
odically with period 2. However, these quantities exhibit
irregularity. When two buses arrive simultaneously at
origin, the time headway becomes zero. As a result,
riding passenger number becomes zero because the nu

FIG. 2. Plots of the time headwayDT(m8) and the number
B(m8) of riding passengers against arrival orderm8 from m8
5900 to 950 for the values ofP5(a) 40 and~b! 50, where~a! and
~b! correspond, respectively, to~a! and ~b! in Fig. 1.
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of waiting passengers is proportional to the time headway
no queuing at the origin. In~b!, even if two buses arrive
simultaneously at the origin, the riding passenger num
does not become zero when the bus ahead carries the
load of passengers.

We study the distribution of the number of riding passe
gers and the time headway for various values of the load
parameter in the case of two buses without noise. Figure~a!
shows a plot of the numberB1(m) of riding passengers on
bus 1 against loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip
number m5900 to 1000 whereM52, G50.01, F1,max
5F2,max550, anda50.0. Figure 3~b! shows a plot of the
time headwayDT(m) against loading parameterP from suf-
ficiently large trip numberm5900 to 1000 where the value
of the parameters are the same as in Fig. 3~a!.

For low values of the loading parameterP, both the num-
ber of riding passengers and the time headway take th
values and their distributions exhibit three peaks arou
these values. With increasing loading parameterP, the local-
ized distributions extend around the peaks and become
extended distributions for 29.8,P,47.4. When the loading
parameterP is higher than 47.4, the two extended distrib
tions break down into three distributions again. If the loadi
parameterP is higher than 66.5, the time headway takes t
values periodically. ForP,66.5, the time headway exhibit
chaotic motion. Thus, a dynamical transition from chaotic

FIG. 3. ~a! Plot of the numberB1(m) of riding passengers on
bus 1 against loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip num-
berm5900 to 1000 whereM52, G50.01,F1,max5F2,max550, and
a50.0. ~b! Plot of the time headwayDT(m) against loading pa-
rameterP.
7-3
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TAKASHI NAGATANI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036107 ~2003!
periodic motion occurs atPc566.5.
The distribution of the number of riding passengers

hibits similar behavior to that of the time headway. When
loading parameter is higher thanP544.0, the number of
riding passengers saturates sometimes atF1 (or 2),max. For
47.4,P,66.5, either bus 1 or bus 2 carries a full load
passengers. When the loading parameterP is higher than
66.5, both numbersB1(m) andB2(m) saturate at the maxi
mum capacity. AtPc566.5, the two buses are fully loade
Therefore, the dynamical transition from chaotic to perio
motion atPc566.5 is induced by fully loaded buses.

We study the probability densityf (B1) against passenge
numberB1 for the values ofP540 and 50 and no noise,a
50.0, whereM52, G50.01, andF1,max5F2,max550. The
probability density distributions correspond, respectively,
those in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. For P540, the probability den-
sity exhibits two separate distributions. This means that
number of riding passengers varies greatly from 0,B1,18
to 37,B1,44. ForP550, the probability density exhibits
distribution with the three peaks. The third peak shows
full load of passengers. Thus, the number of riding pass
gers varies greatly in chaotic motion.

We study the mean and root mean square of the num
B1(m) of riding passengers, whereM52, G50.01, F1,max

5F2,max550, anda50.0. The mean value increases mon
tonically according as the loading parameter increases
saturates at the transition pointPc566.5. The root mean
square increases with loading parameter, reaches its hig
value atP547.5, and then decreases and becomes zer
the transition pointPc566.5. The valueP547.5 at the
highest value of the rms corresponds to the point where
bus carries the full load of passengers and the other bus
not.

B. Effect of a speed difference

We study the effect of a speed difference between
buses on the behavior of the number of riding passeng
We set the mean speeds of two buses asV15V0 and V2
52V0/3. Bus 2 moves more slowly than bus 1. Thus t
dynamical motion of bus 2 is definitely different from th
behavior of bus 1. Figure 4 shows plots of the numb
B1(m) and B2(m) of riding passengers on buses 1 and
against trip numberm from m5900 to 950 for the values o
P5(a) 30 and~b! 50 and no noise,a50.0, whereM52,
G50.01, andF1,max5F2,max550. The dotted line indicate
the maximum capacityF1 (or 2),max. The numbersB1(m) and
B2(m) of riding passengers cannot be greater th
F1 (or 2),max. For case~a! of a low value of the loading pa
rameter, the numbers of riding passengers change irregu
from zero to a value lower than the maximum capac
F1 (or 2),max. However, the behavior of the riding passeng
number of bus 1 is different from that of bus 2. On avera
the riding passenger number of bus 1 is higher than tha
bus 2. For case~b!, the numbers of riding passengers chan
irregularly from nonzero to the maximum capaci
F1 (or 2),max. The buses frequently carry the full load of pa
sengers. On average, the riding passenger number of bu
03610
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less than that of bus 2. The dynamical behavior of bus 1
definitely different from that of bus 2.

Figure 5~a! shows a plot of the numberB1(m) of riding
passengers on bus 1 against loading parameterP from suf-
ficiently large trip numberm5900 to 1000 whereM52, G
50.01,F1,max5F2,max550, anda50.0. Figure 5~b! shows a
plot of the numberB2(m) of riding passengers on bus
against loading parameterP. Both numbers of riding passen
gers on buses 1 and 2 exhibit extended distributions.
extended distributions are definitely different from those
Fig. 3~a!. With increasing loading parameterP, the full load
of bus 1 begins atP535.6 while the full load of bus 2
begins atP540.5. Bus 1 becomes fully loaded before bus
If the loading parameter is higher thanP540.0, both buses
are always not empty. When the loading parameter is hig
thanPc558.3, both buses carry the full load of passenge
Thus, the dynamical transition from chaotic to periodic m
tion occurs atPc558.3. The transition point is less tha
Pc566.5 in Fig. 3~a!.

FIG. 4. Plots of the numbersB1(m) and B2(m) of riding pas-
sengers on buses 1 and 2 with different speeds against trip nu
m from m5900 to 950 for the values ofP5(a) 30 and~b! 50 and
no noise,a50.0, whereM52, G50.01,V15V0 , V252V0/3, and
F1,max5F2,max550.
7-4
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We study the probability densitiesf (B1) and f (B2)
against passenger numbersB1 andB2 on buses 1 and 2 fo
the values ofP530,50 and no noise,a50.0, for the same
values of the other parameters. ForP530, the probability
density of bus 1 exhibits a peak at aboutB1532, while the
probability density of bus 2 has an extended distribution o
0<B2,34. This means that the number of riding passeng
on bus 1 is higher than that of bus 2. ForP550, the peak at
aboutB1 (or B2)550 is due to the full load of passenger
The probability density distribution of bus 1 is definite
different from that of bus 2 because of the speed differe
between the buses.

We study the means and root mean squares of the n
bersB1(m) andB2(m) of riding passengers on buses 1 a
2. Figure 6 shows plots of the meansB1,av andB2,av and root
mean squaresB1,rms andB2,rms of riding passenger number
against the loading parameterP whereM52, G50.01, V1

5V0 , V252V0/3, F1,max5F2,max550, anda50.0. The mean
value increases monotonically according as the loading
rameter increases. The mean value of bus 1 is higher
that of bus 2 untilP548.9. For 48.9,P,58.3, the mean
value of bus 1 is less than that of bus 2. When the load
parameter is higher thanPc558.3, the mean value saturat
at the maximum capacity. The root mean squares incre
with loading parameter, reach their highest value atP544,

FIG. 5. ~a! Plot of the numberB1(m) of riding passengers on
bus 1 against loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip num-
ber m5900 to 1000 whereM52, G50.01, V15V0 , V252V0/3,
F1,max5F2,max550, anda50.0. ~b! Plot of the numberB2(m) of
riding passengers on bus 2 against loading parameterP.
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and then decrease and become zero at the transition p
Pc558.3.

C. Effect of a capacity difference

We study the effect of a capacity difference between bu
on the number of riding passengers. Figure 7~a! shows a plot
of numberB1(m) of riding passengers on bus 1 against t
loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip numberm

FIG. 6. Plots of meansB1,av and B2,av and root mean square
B1,rms and B2,rms of riding passenger numbers against loading p
rameter P where M52, G50.01, V15V0 , V252V0/3, F1,max

5F2,max550, anda50.0.

FIG. 7. ~a! Plot of numberB1(m) of riding passengers on bus
against loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip numberm
5900 to 1000 whereM52, G50.01, F1,max550, F2,max525, V1

5V25V0 , and a50.0. ~b! Plot of the numberB2(m) of riding
passengers on bus 2 against loading parameterP.
7-5
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TAKASHI NAGATANI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036107 ~2003!
5900 to 1000 whereM52, G50.01, F1,max550, F2,max

525, V15V25V0 , anda50.0. Figure 7~b! shows a plot of
the numberB2(m) of riding passengers on bus 2 against t
loading parameterP. Figure 8 shows plots of the meansB1,av
and B2,av and root mean squaresB1,rms and B2,rms of riding
passenger numbers on buses 1 and 2 against the loa
parameterP. The mean and root mean square values for

FIG. 8. Plots of meansB1,av and B2,av and root mean square
B1,rms and B2,rms of riding passenger numbers on buses 1 and
against loading parameterP where M52, G50.01, F1,max550,
F2,max525, V15V25V0 , anda50.0.

FIG. 9. Effect of noise on the number of riding passengers.~a!
Plot of the numberB1(m) of riding passengers against loading p
rameterP from sufficiently large trip numberm5900 to 1000 for
a510, whereM52, G50.01, andF1,max5F2,max550. ~b! Plots of
meanB1,av and root mean squareB1,rmsof riding passenger number
against loading parameterP.
03610
ing
s

1 are consistent with those of bus 2 untilP540, and both
mean values increase monotonically with loading param
until P540. The root mean square values increase w
loading parameter, reach their highest value atP525.8, be-
come zero atP540, increase again, and become zero ag
at Pc553.5. When the loading parameter is higher th
Pc553.5, both buses carry a full load of passengers. W
the loading parameter is higher than 23.8, bus 2 beg
sometimes carrying the full load of passengers. When
loading parameter is higher than 40.0, bus 1 begins so
times carrying the full load of passengers. Thus, the num
of riding passengers exhibits complex behavior due to
difference between the capacities of buses 1 and 2.

D. Noise effects

We study the effect of noise on the bus motion. Figu
9~a! shows a plot of the numberB1(m) of riding passengers
against the loading parameterP from sufficiently large trip
numberm5900 to 1000 fora510, whereM52, G50.01,
andF1,max5F2,max550. Figure 9~a! is compared to Fig. 3~a!,
with no noise. The number of riding passengers change
extended distribution. Figure 9~b! shows plots of the mean
B1,av and root mean squareB1,rms of the riding passenge
numbers against the loading parameterP. The mean and rms
of the riding passenger numbers change little. Thus, the n
does not affect the mean behavior of buses but has an e
on the distribution of the number of riding passenge
Therefore, the fluctuation of riding passenger numbers is
tributable to the chaotic motion of buses induced by the
teraction between buses and passengers.

IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

We study analytically the dependence of the thresh
~transition point! on the bus capacity. We consider a simp
mass balance for the riding passengers. When the loa
parameter is higher than the thresholdPc , all buses carry a
full load of passengers. So the following equation is obtain
from Eq. ~4!:

2 FIG. 10. Plots of thresholdPc against capacityFmax for M
52 (V15V25V0), M52 (V15V0 , V252V0/3), and M53 (V1

5V25V0) whereG50.01. The solid curves represent the theor
ical result~9!. The circles indicate the simulation results.
7-6
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FLUCTUATION OF RIDING PASSENGERS INDUCED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 036107 ~2003!
DTi ,c5GFi ,max1
V0

Vi
, ~7!

whereDTi ,c is the recurrence time~one period! of bus i at
the threshold. The number of passengers arriving at the
gin over a sufficiently large timeTL is given byPTL . At the
threshold, the numberPTL of passengers is consistent wi
the number carried by all the buses. The following relatio
ship holds:

(
i 51

M
TL

DTi ,c
Fi ,max5PcTL . ~8!

One obtains the threshold from Eqs.~7! and ~8!:

Pc5(
i 51

M
Fi ,max

GFi ,max1V0 /Vi
. ~9!

Figure 10 shows plots of the thresholdPc against the capac
ity Fmax for M52 (V15V25V0), M52 (V15V0 ,V2
52V0/3), and M53 (V15V25V0) where G50.01. The
solid curves represent the theoretical result~9!. The circles
indicate the simulation results. The theoretical result~9!
agrees with the simulation results.

We present the analytical result for the case where all
buses have the same speedVi5V0 and the same capacit
Fi ,max5Fmax. The mean recurrence time is given from E
~4! as

^DTi&5G^Bi&1
V0

Vi
. ~10!

FIG. 11. Plots of mean number of riding passengers aga
loading parameterP for bus numberM52 – 5 whereG50.01,
Fmax550, anda50.0. The solid curves represent the mean-fi
approximation~12!. The circles indicate the simulation results.
e
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The number of passengers arriving at the origin over a s
ficiently large timeTL is given byPTL . Below the thresh-
old, the numberPTL of passengers is consistent with tho
carried by all the buses. The following relationship holds

(
i 51

M

TL

^Bi&

^DTi&
5PTL . ~11!

One obtains an approximation of riding passenger numbe

^B1&5H P

M2GP
for P,Pc ,

Fmax for P>Pc .

~12!

Figure 11 shows plots of the mean number of riding pass
gers against the loading parameterP for bus numberM
52 – 5 whereG50.01, Fmax550, and a50.0. The solid
curves represent the approximation~12!. The circles indicate
the simulation results. The simulation results are consis
with the theoretical result.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a dynamical model of shuttle bu
that takes into account the interactions between buses an
maximal capacity of buses. The dynamics of the buse
expressed in terms of a coupled nonlinear map with no
We studied the fluctuation of the number of riding pass
gers in a few shuttle buses that pass each other freely.
showed that the number of passengers carried by a bus
hibits a complex behavior with varying bus trips and t
behavior of the buses exhibits deterministic chaos eve
there is no noise. The fluctuation of the number of ridi
passengers is attributable to deterministic chaos. We sho
that the chaotic motion depends on the loading parame
the maximum capacity of the bus, the bus’s speed, and
number of buses. We found that, when the loading param
is higher than a threshold value, the dynamical transit
from chaotic to periodic motion occurs because each
carries a full load of passengers. We clarified the depende
of the threshold~transition point! on the capacity and spee
of the buses. We presented an analytical result for a shu
bus system. We showed that the analytical result is consis
with the simulation results.

The nonlinear map model of the buses is closely c
nected to dynamical models of elevators@29#. It is important
to decide the capacity of the buses, the bus number,
estimate a passenger’s waiting time in the bus operation
tem. The model presented here will be useful for bus sys
design.
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